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The Department of Theatre Arts presents

SanCOFA looking back to move forward. This season the Department of Theatre Arts (DoTA) is reimaging and
birthing an organic season filled with initiatives. Like most of the world in the arts and entertainment industries, DoTA
has had to come up with creative ways in which to produce and present its work.
In addition to producing and presenting its initiatives, DoTA is working with the Departments of Music and Art which
currently make up the Division soon to be College of Fine Arts (COFA). This season serves as a preview of the stellar
work that will be produced from COFA.
The initiatives within the 2020-2021 Season of SanCOFA include: ConStruct- devised and original works from the
classroom; Spotlight- interviews, panel discussions and workshops that highlight the wonderful work and product of our
alumni and industry professionals in the field and upper management; On Your Shoulders- honoring the artists,
administrators and technicians that have inspired us through their lives and work; The Vault- representing and sharing
past productions from our archives.
SanCOFA Season will also include Symbiosis- collaborations, interdisciplinary projects and partnerships with the
following- Studio Theatre: Devised Theatre Residency with Psalmayene 24 | Young Playwrights’ Theater: Collaboration for
“Silence is Violence” | Arena Stage: Playwrights' Arena fellowship 2020/2021 with our Playwriting minors | Theatre
Alliance: “Protest in 8” with our Musical Theatre program; | Philadanco: Pearl Primus Historical Choreographic
MasterPiece “Strange Fruit” with Kim Bears Bailey and our Dance Arts Program.
Additional partners include: The International Association of Blacks in Dance | Friends of Theatre and Dance at Howard
University | Kankouran West African Dance Company | Black Theatre Coalition | Woolly Mammoth | National Theatre
Institute | HU’s School of Communications | HU’s Allied Health.
The 2020-2021 SanCOFA Season is being led by Artistic Director- Eric Ruffin and Assistant Artistic DirectorDominique Douglas Hendricks, with support from T.W. Starnes as SanCOFA Virtual Technical Director and
Kevin Thorne II as Assistant to the Artistic Director. Although coming together physically has presented its
limitations, DoTA still plans to wow its audiences, connect with alumni, engage the community and reach the globe. We
hope you’ll join us!

The Department of Theatre Arts, led by Interim Chair- Dr. Abiola, is committed to the training of
knowledgeable theatre and dance artists, theorists, historians, and teachers in the theatre and dance arts.
The Department is dedicated to the principle of developing the highest quality of theatre and dance art, and
to the serious investigation and perpetuation of the experiences and aesthetics of Black theatre and dance.
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